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What we do:
Flourish is a medical app that helps women streamline the process of finding providers 
specifically in the field of women’s health. 

How we do it:
We provide a space to research, read and leave reviews on a range of specialists 
including doctors, therapists, midwives and doulas. We believe that giving women a 
place to share personal experiences improves their chance of finding providers who care.  

Our Voice:
We are warm. We are informative. We are a reassuring voice that offers encouragement.   
Whether a woman feels like she isn’t being heard, feels overwhelmed with information or 
is looking for an alternative approach to her health — we help her make informed 
decisions. Being ignored by a provider is painful enough. The process of finding a new 
one shouldn’t be.  

Find your voice and flourish. Search for providers who care. 
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Do:

Don’t:
Be vague when information is entered incorrectly or a search for a provider doesn’t yield 
expected  results. 

Give clear instructions about how to make corrections to incorrect information input or 
recommend other search options.



Typography 
The design uses Palatino (headers), Avenir Heavy (sub headers) and Avenir Book (body 
text). Palatino and Avenir are clean, simple and easy to understand. These are qualities 
reflected in the tone of the flourish app.    

Palatino Aa
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
123456789

Header 1
5pt Spacing
30px

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 
123456789 

Header 2 
5pt Spacing 
20px

Avenir Book Aa
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 
123456789 

Body 
5pt Spacing 
18px

Avenir Heavy Aa
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Use
Palatino: Used for modal views and popups that ask users to enter information 

Avenir Heavy: Used for subheadings (i.e. subsections on the provider detail page for 
address, ratings and review sections

Avenir Book: Used for all other body text that falls beneath Palatino and Avenir Heavy. 
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Logo
Flourish has a combination logo that features our name and signature flower symbol in 
place of the letter “o.” The flower symbol represents fertility. The word flourish means to 
grow and develop vigorously as the result of being in a “favorable environment,” which is 
what we intend the flourish app to be for women seeking quality care. A few rules for use:

Standard

Alternative

Unacceptable  
Use

Our primary logo is used in flourish teal. It can also be used with illuminating 
gold. Reserve the use of the logo in pure pearl for dark backgrounds. 

The logo font must always be Avenir Book, all lowercase.

The flower symbol should never be smaller or larger than the selected font size of all 
other letters in the word “flourish.”
At the beginning of a sentence, flourish can be spelled with an uppercase “F.” In all 
other instances, flourish must be spelled in all lowercase. 

fl urish fl urish fl urish
Alternative options incorporate our tag line beneath the logo. A standalone flower 
can be used for app icons or as an end mark in marketing and research materials.

The logo should never be used in the color pearl on a white background. The 
flower logo should never appear larger or smaller than the selected font size of 
the word flourish.

fl urish fl urish fl urish
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Color Palette
Our color palette conveys a sense of tranquility through the use of calming greens and 
blues. These muted colors are balanced out with a pop of gold that highlights each 
provider’s ratings and represents their level of service to patients.  

HEX: #192625 
CMYK: 34%, 0%, 3%, 85% 
RGB: 25, 38, 37 

HEX: #2B6470 
CMYK: 62%, 11%, 0%, 56%  
RGB: 43, 100, 112 

HEX: #7E9C97  
CMYK: 19%, 0%, 3%, 39%  
RGB: 126, 156, 151 

HEX: #AB8D29  
CMYK: 0%, 18%, 76%, 33% 
RGB: 171, 140, 41

HEX: #EAE0CC  
CMYK: 0%, 4%, 13%, 8%  
RGB: 235, 225, 204

PRIMARY COLOR   GARDEN GREEN 
Used For: Body Text 
Symbolizes: plants, growth, tranquility and safety 

PRIMARY COLOR   PURE PEARL 
Used For: Modal views + button text 
Symbolizes: purity, faith, integrity 

ACCENT COLOR   ILLUMINATION GOLD 
Used For: Star ratings in provider reviews 
Symbolizes: high quality, illumination 

PRIMARY COLOR   FLOURISH TEAL 
Used For: Buttons + navigation symbols 
Symbolizes: clear communication and thought 

ACCENT COLOR   SEASIDE AQUA 
Used For: Search bar text 
Symbolizes: balance, stability and peace 
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Imagery
Banner imagery is high resolution. Photos contain a large amount of white space to add a 
light an airy feel to the app. Banner photos meet the following criteria:

      Frame width: infinite / Frame height: 275px  
      Be scaled to fill 
      Have enough white space for text  
      Contain botanical imagery 

Find your voice  
and flourish. 
Search for providers  
who care.

IMAGE CREDIT: Unsplash - Scott Webb

100 x 100

Profile pictures for providers are high resolution. Pictures meet the following criteria:

      In a cropped circle 
      55px by 55px in search results 
      70px by 70px in card view 
      100px by 100px in their detail view 

55 x 55

Profile pictures for users are high resolution. Pictures meet the following criteria:

      In a cropped circle 
     150px by 150px on their profile page 
      

150 x 150
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70 x 70
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UI Components

Description: Symbol/button used to narrow search results for OB/GYNs.  
Attributes: 45px, 4pt stroke, swatched in flourish teal.  
State: No change in state. 
Instructions: Must always be stacked vertically above the word “OB/GYN” and grouped 
with other speciality symbols. 

Description: Symbol/button used to narrow search results for fertility. 
Attributes: 45px, 4pt stroke, swatched in flourish teal. 
State: No change in state.  
Instructions: Must always be stacked vertically above the word “Fertility” and grouped 
with other speciality symbols. 

Description: Symbol/button used to narrow search results for birth (midwives/doulas). 
Attributes: 45px, 4pt stroke, swatched in flourish teal. 
State: No change in state.  
Instructions: Must always be stacked vertically above the word “Birth” and grouped with 
other speciality symbols. 

Description: Symbol/button used to narrow search results for therapy. 
Attributes: 45px, 4pt stroke, swatched in flourish teal. 
State: No change in state.  
Instructions: Must always be stacked vertically above the word “Therapy” and grouped 
with other speciality symbols. 

Description: Button used to close the “leave a review” modal.  
Attributes: 25px, circle swatched in flourish teal , chevron swatched in pure pearl 
State: No change in state.  
Instructions: Must always be placed in the top right corner of the review modal with 
chevron pointing down. 
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OB/GYN

Fertility

Birth

Therapy



UI Components

Button

Description: A start indicates a providers overall rating along with their ratings in 
communication, patience, bedside manner and average wait time.  
Attributes: SF Symbol swatched in illumination gold.  
State: No change in state. 
Instructions: Ratings range from 1 to 5 stars that are always spaced 5px apart. On a 
provider’s detail view stars are sized .font(.caption) beneath the doctor’s name. In all other 
instances, stars are left at their standard system size.   

Description: A primary button that completes an action within the flourish app. 
Attributes: 15px height, infinite width, 15pt corner radius, swatched in flourish teal. Text 
is swatched in pure pearl and is responsive to button size. 
State: Scale effect when pressed (0.9 : 1.0) 
Instructions:  Width must always be set to infinite to ensure it will always share the 
difference of space if placed horizontally next to another button. 

Description: A heart helps to store favorite providers.  
Attributes: SF Symbol at 20px, swatched in system red (#ff00).  
State:  Goes from stroke to solid when used to favorite a provider.  
Instructions: Must be placed in line with provider rating on provider detail page. 

fl urish
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Toolstack

Prototype Design Develop

Figma and Adobe XD were used to build prototypes of the flourish app. This includes 
mock-ups of the app’s features and information architecture.

Adobe Illustrator was used to design our logo and UI components that help navigate 
the site 

SwiftUI and Xcode were the programming language and development software used to 
build flourish and its interface.

fl urish
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Pattern Library
Search by Speciality
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The search by speciality section appears once in the app, but contains multiple icons that  
link to providers by their specialty. 

OB/GYN Fertility

Birth Therapy

Search by speciality

OB/GYN Fertility Birth Therapy

Search by speciality

OR

Icons are presented in a group of four and stacked with two icons in each row. 

Each icon is stacked vertically with it’s identifier beneath it. 

Icons are 45px by 45px

Specialty identifiers are Avenir Book 18pt. 

YES NO
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Featured Doctors
This group of components creates a card view of each provider that gives a brief 
overview of their profile. The card view contains a provider’s profile picture, their name, 
specialty and overall rating. 

Robine Padberg Hill
Therapy

(43)

Robine Padberg Hill
Therapy

(43)
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Dr. Keisha Dennard-Hall
Gynecology

(85)

Nicole Madalon
Midwifery

(67)

All font is Avenir Book 18pt with provider’s name in Avenir Heavy.

Each card is w:275px by h:190px and is part of a horizontal scroll view spaced at 15px.

Provider profile picture is 70px by 70px. 

Stars in overall rating are spaced at 5px.  

Each card has a stroke border of 0.5, a corner radius of 3 and a shadow radius (drop 
shadow) of 2.  

Dr. Keisha Lennard-Hall
Gynecology

(85)

Nicole Madalon
Midwifery

(85)

YES

NO
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Provider Ratings
Each provider is rated on their communication, patience, bedside manner and the 
amount of time a patient has to wait to see them. These ratings appear on each 
provider’s detail view. 
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Communication:  

Patience: 

Bedside Manner: 

Wait Time: 

Wait Time:  
Communication: 
Patience:  
Bedside Manner:

Stars must be swatched in illumination gold and horizontally spaced at 5pt. 

Ratings must always appear in the same order (communication, patience, bedside 
manner, wait time). 

All font is Avenir Book 18pt. 

YES NO
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Review Section
Reviews appear on each provider’s page along with a user’s name and date. Anonymous 
reviews only list usernames as “anonymous.”
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A friend recommended Dr. Durrett 
after I told her about a bad 
experience I had with another doctor.

Jennifer C. 
February 4, 2023

YES

Reviews are displayed in a card view and listed in a horizontal scrollview. The cards are 
w:360px by h:260px with a corner radius of 3 and swatched in pure pearl.

Reviews do not include user photos.  

Higgs 10
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Avant has managed to balance being 
efficient but also caring. I was in and 
out of the office in a reasonable 
amount of time without feeling 
rushed. 

Anonymous 
December 29, 2022

NO

A friend recommended Dr. Durrett after I 
told her about a bad experience I had with 
another doctor.

Jennifer C. 
February 4, 2023

Avant has managed to balance being 
efficient but also caring. I was in and 
out of the office in a reasonable 
amount of time without feeling 
rushed. 

Anonymous 
December 29, 2022


